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Introduction
BIKESydney is an incorporated notforprofit community organisation.
We want to live in a city:
●
●
●
●

Where riding a bicycle is part of everyday life
That is vibrant, healthy, productive, creative and robust
That values community, mobility, health, wellbeing social equity and sustainability
Where people of all ages can make easy choices to ride a bicycle, walk and take public transport.

We advocate on behalf of our members and people who ride bicycles who live and work in central Sydney.
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Policy Framework
BIKESydney supports the NSW Government’s commitment to its 
NSW 2021
Goals of:
 More than doubling the mode share of bicycle trips made in the Greater Sydney region, at a
local and district level, by 2016 (NSW 2021 Goal 8);
 Promoting healthy lifestyles, including by increasing the mode share of bicycle trips and by
reducing overweight and obesity rates (NSW 2021 Goals 8 and 11);
 Improving road safety, reducing fatalities and making NSW roads the safest in the country
(NSW 2021 Goal 10).

BIKESydney supports the Principle of renewing the Parramatta Road
Corridor
BIKESydney supports the 
principle 
of renewing the Parramatta Road corridor subject to it be
delivered based on place and humancentric design.
Our comments are qualified by the observation that the proposal’s relationship with the “catalysing” (but yet
to be approved) WestConnex Motorway project  which has since been decoupled from the Parramatta
Road corridor  is unknown. To this end, we have contained our recommendations to highlevel principles.
We look forward to providing feedback on a concept design in the near future.
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Our assessment of the proposal is based on review of the Draft Strategy updated in February 2015.
We hereafter refer to the 
Draft Parramatta Road Urban Renewal Strategy
(the subject assessment) as the
“Draft Strategy” and the (yettobe published) final version of the Strategy as the “Final Strategy”.

Quick Facts
The 
Draft Strategy
states that:
●

the proposal will increase the current population within the eight affected precincts by 285% from
18,100 to 51,600 by 2031 [Draft Strategy, page 2];

●

Parramatta Road [corridor’s] continuing deterioration has many causes including noise, the
underfunctioning road system (travel speeds are less than 20 km/h for more than eight hours of
each day), poor northsouth cross connections for pedestrians and cyclists, and inefficient public
transport [page 3];

●

the proposal aims to introduce 50,000 new homes and 50,000 new jobs along the corridor [page 4];

●

Approximately 2.8million trips are made to, from and within the Parramatta Road corridor each
weekday [page 11].
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We support the Draft Strategy’s:
●

principles to deliver “new public transport services” and “safer and better cycle routes”

●

principles to create (although the Draft Strategy states “demonstrate”) “highquality new
development”
focus for creating good public spaces, and places to meet, ie. making places habitable rather than
merely traffickable.

●

The Final Strategy should:
●

adopt the principle to “
prioritise
sustainable travel modes (walking, cycling and public transport) over
personal car use”, rather than merely to “
improve
” public transport and “
expand
travel choices” and
to “optimise use of road space for all users” (productive though those ambitions are);

●

specifically enunciate how the proposal serves the State’s goal of doubling cycling’s mode share
(
NSW 2021
, Goal 8);

●

explicitly enunciate the 
strategies 
that it will adopt to encourage cycling as a transport and
commuting option;

●

adopt the principle to provide safe, connected regional cycling links that eliminate conflict with
pedestrians and motorised traffic;

●

include an explicit assessment of “trip generators” (eg, Sydney University, Sydney Olympic Park),
cycling catchments and “desire lines” for each precinct and the entire corridor;

●

adopt urban design principles to localise living and reduce transport trips;

●

adopt urban design principles that result in walking and cycling presenting as an easy first choice for
most local trips;

●

create built environments that are consistent with those identified by the Premiers Council for Active
Living (PCAL) so as to deliver vibrant local economies and health benefits for citizens and the state
of NSW;

●

Include explicit measures to actively disincentivise personal car trips. (Note, this is different to
incentivising
sustainable transport.) While the Draft Strategy does not commit explicitly to many
measures, yet does commit to ensuring that “
...Parramatta Road will remain a tollfree route for
those that choose not to use WestConnex
” [Draft Strategy, page 11]. This measure alone
significantly increase motorised traffic and in time will result  as for all other Sydney interregional
roads  in traffic congestion along the corridor;
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●

propose 
specific measures
to address the likely future instruction by the RMS to increase capacity
for personal motor vehicles along the corridor which will heavily impact the effectiveness of the
proposal’s public transport and modeshifting initiatives. This intention is clearly signalled by the
RMS’ current (and past) attempts to “widen the pipes” for motorised traffic on statecontrolled
corridors simliar in nature and function to the Parramatta Road corridor:
[
http://www.mynrma.com.au/blog/2014/01/13/moreclearwaysplannedtoeaseweekendtrafficcon
gestion/
] These interventions by the RMS compete directly with the proposal’s ambitions;

●

commit to using kerbside lanes within the corridor for public transport, cycleways, landscaping and
pedestrian amenities rather than onstreet car parking. A primary justification for this project is the
traffic alleviation possible along the corridor due to the presence of the (project “catalysing”)
WestConnex Motorway. This newlycreated road capacity must not be devoted back to personal car
use. It is well established that any onstreet car parking so provided by the project would fill
immediately after the project’s opening and would induce significant traffic along the corridor.
Including onstreet car parking within the corridor would cede any transport capacity advantage
claimed by this proposal;

●

commit to providing highcapacity public transport modes along the corridor such as light rail and
Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) systems, for example. The corridor will not function nor attract new
residents if the increase in public transport is contained to merely scaling up existing bus services in
their current mode of deployment;

●

introduce new planning controls that result in:
➢ shifting vehicle trips to the periphery of precincts, leaving innerprecinct areas prioritised for
walking and cycling;
➢ trafficcalming measures;
➢ mixeduse development;
➢ removal of minimum parking rates for developments;
➢ active and public transport presenting as a preferred choice for most of the population;
➢ carlite and carfree developments (of which, several examples already exist in Sydney);
➢ improved storage for bicycles within tenancies (as detailed in 
BIKESydney’s submission to
the NSW Planning’s review of SEPP65 – Design Quality of Residential Flat Development
, and
➢ mandating minimum bicycle parking rates for development;

●

commit to providing signalised cycling crossings at intersections on significant northsouth cycling
routes along the corridor;

●

include a strategy to direct the 
location
of traffic signals poles, traffic signs, signal boxes, letter
boxes and other public domain infrastructure to create space within the (facadetofacade) “road
corridor” for walking and cycling in particular.. This strategy alone will significantly increase the
opportunity for segregated walking and riding paths. (Currently, the potential for safe, segregated
walking and cycling infrastructure is blocked merely because of the space constraints imposed by
poorlyplaced (mainly, traffic signal) poles. A new approach to the placement of these poles will
unlock significant space for active transport;
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●

commit to including lead cyclingfortransport stakeholder groups such as Bicycle NSW and
BIKESydney in the design of the proposal;

●

mandate that cycling infrastructure and facilities are provided in advance of major commercial and
residential redevelopment (as roads are) to ensure that sustainable travel habits are established as
and when occupation occurs.

Could you please advise us directly once UrbanGrowth NSW has completed its Submissions Report for this
consultation?
We look forward to consulting further with you as a significant stakeholder.

Yours sincerely
David Borella
BIKESydney
President
david.borella@bikesydney.org
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